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A test for connectedness between the classes in two-way classification models
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Abstract. Connectedness between the levels of any two factors could be measured with splitting the data in independent subsets, e.g. differentiation of the 
independent data sets. For the purpose a symmetric connectedness matrix is proposed with ordered number of levels of the factor of interest, herds or sires. 
Within the connected data set each level is characterized with the number of other levels it is connected with and the total number of links with the other levels. A 
computer strategy is presented for determining and measuring the links between classes of the factors. Several examples from the key publications in the 
literature are used to illustrate the approach for determination and measurement of connectedness. The results from the study are summarized in four 
characteristics: checking for existence of disconnected data subsets; listing of the levels of the disconnected factor for each subset; description of the 
distribution of the second factor between the classes of the first (main) one and description of the number of directly comparable classes and the number of ties 
between them. A computer programme for these evaluations is available upon request. 
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of practical breeding schemes showed that the accounting for the Introduction
connectedness was more important for the management units 
(herds, flocks) of smaller size of 150 compared to the larger ones In animal breeding schemes connectedness represents the 
with size over 300 (Lewis et al., 1999). existence of common sires in several management units or a 
In an AI population the progeny groups are directly connected, if they transfer of breeding stock among units (Kuehn, 2005). An 
are distributed in common herds or indirectly, if a third (so called experimental design is disconnected if some differences between 
reference) sire in common exists (Petersen, 1978). The herds in the classes are no longer estimable, when compared with the complete 

AI population are assumed to be connected if they are of layout (Searle,1971; Fernando et al., 1983; Foulley et al. 1990). 
considerable size (Sawalha et al., 2005). For field data disconnected Then a reduction in the information matrix is observed (Foulley et al., 
classes can be found after absorption of herds in sire evaluation 1990). This reduction leads to error in degrees of freedom of 
(Petersen, 1978), or directly by a stepwise procedure (Fernando et quadratic forms (Schaeffer, 1975). The effect of disconnectedness 
al., 1983). Most of the studies on the connectedness discussed the may be a negative estimate of variance components (Schaeffer, 
effect on the EBVs under different schemes but few of them consider 1975). For breeding values (EBV) and variance components a 
how to discover the disconnected subset of data in a large data set.  separate analysis of independent data sets is proposed (Schaeffer, 
The purpose of this study was to describe a way for checking for 1975; Petersen, 1978; Fernando et al., 1983; Foulley et  al., 1990). 
existence of independent sets of levels in terms of any two main With a few classes model an independent set of them can be found 
factors in the model, herds or sires.by a graphical method (Searle, 1971, 1987).

For measurement of connectedness several approaches were 
proposed with the aim to obtain a value between 0 and 1 such as the 

Material and methodsconnectedness index, IC, (Foulley et al., 1990) or coefficient of 
determination (Laloë et al., 1996; Fouilloux et al., 2006 and Nakaoka 

The methodical approach of the study presumed the et al., 2009), or the genetic drift variance with smaller values 
exploitation of existing in literature small examples which illustrated indicated high degree of connectedness (Kennedy and Trus, 1993 
the connectedness of two factors. A second, repeated analysis of and Vesela et al., 2007). These approaches were based on the 
these data contributes to better further explanation of the results and comparison of a reduced to complete set of mixed model equation 
with simultaneous accounting for the contribution of the authors in (MME), taking into account the corresponding column rank or on the 
the previous similar studies. The development of the method for differences in the prediction error variance (PEV) of any two 
creation of the connectedness matrix, which in itself represents the compared animals (Lewis et al., 1999). 
key approach in the proposed method was based on the matrix The degree of connectedness seemed to reflect more on the 
theory for data analyses (Searle, 1971, 1987) and its implementation variances than to the predicted EBVs, latter being of practical 
in genetic evaluations (Van Vleck, 1993). A Fortran computer breeding importance for selection in different environments (Kuehn, 
programme was built to test the theoretical assumptions and to 2005 and Kuehn et al., 2007). The simulation studies and analyses 
analyze larger data sets. 
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- are the factors of interest in the model connected?Results and discussion
- if not - how many are the independent subsets?
- which are the levels in a subset?1. The model

A connected set may be described in terms of connectedness in In the general notation of the MME a trait may be described as 
real units or in percentage:
- average number of herds per sire
- average number of compared siresy = X b + Z u + e  [1]
- average number of direct ties

A similar description in terms of individual records may be The LS part of MME for model [1] is:
applied. Some particular descriptions may exist for an AI population 
that take into account number of registered and reference sires,        X'X    X'Z
average herd size and total number of cows under recording.        Z'X    Z'Z  [2]

7. General illustration of the connectedness
A data from Searle, 1987. Unbalanced data. p.141, grid 5.3a The connection of the factors is described by the covariance 

illustrate the method. Assume here five sires and four herds (Table matrix X'Z. For this study X represent only one factor – herd and Z 
1). The X'Z from MME represented the existing daughters as represent the other factor – sire. In terms of connectedness of any 
incidences of zeroes and ones only without to account for their two factors, a symmetric matrix of connectedness, C, has to exist 
number. If at least one daughter exists in the herd, the value is 1, and with number of rows of levels of the main factor of interest. For sire by 
if any daughter is not presented in the herd, then the cell value is 0: herd classification it may be of order number of sires, C , or herds, C .s h

and the connectedness matrix, C , for sires is Z'XX'Z (Table 2): s2. The extremes
In a balanced case C matrix has all cells filled, e.g. each level is 

directly connected with all the other ones. In a totally unbalanced 
case, e.g. one sire per herd both C  and C  are identical with I  = I . A s h s h

specific case is intraherd use of sires. This case is typical for beef 
cattle and sheep by using natural service. Then C  is a block diagonal s

and C  is diagonal. Of course, in this case all sires in a herd are h

directly connected. In all other cases a set of classes belongs to a 
specific group. It holds for sires and herds, as well.

3. Defining C
A possible way of defining C depends on the factor of interest, 

sire or herd. The two possible dimensions are X'ZZ'X, being of order 
of herds, or Z'XX'Z, of column rank of Z, sires. In either case the 
disconnected groups in the factor of interest may be determined. If it 
exists in herds, it should be found also for sires. However, it remains 
hidden under the classification of the main factor.

4. Criteria for connectedness
In a given C matrix each row defines a group, and all groups with 

equal column incidences are connected directly and belong to a 
particular subset. Processing the rows from beginning to end only 
once shows all directly or indirectly tied levels. A similar strategy for 
searching is proposed in the method of Fernando et al.,(1983) but 

There are two sets of sires - № 1,3 and № 2,4 and 5. This symmetric 
their method requires sorting the data on the levels of the tested 

matrix contains information about the number of herds per sire, 
factor, while the procedure here is free of requirements. It is 

number of sires for direct comparison and number of direct ties. It 
applicable for any set of 2 factor classification.

can be half stored, but for the illustration the full size is retained. The 
5. Computer strategy

elements in the matrix of Table 2. represent the following three 
- first read of data and form vectors of codes for sires and herds, 

characteristics of a daughter group:
or any pair of factors;

- the diagonals show the number of herds where the daughters of 
- sort the codes in the vectors;

each sire are located;
- second read of data and construct of X'Z of MME;

- the places of non-zero off-diagonals in each row represent the 
- construct connectedness matrices, C, for sires or herds. A 

other connected sires to that of interest, e.g. to the sire 
factor with fewer levels might be the way of choice;

corresponding to the observed diagonal;
- proceed all rows of the connectedness matrix, C;

- the values in the off-diagonals are the number of direct ties with 
- if independent subsets exist, list levels (herd codes) by subset.

other sires. 
6. Some thoughts about the degree of connectedness

An interpretation of the above figures from the example (Table 
Although several measurements of the degree of 

2) is that sire №1 has progenies in one herd and they are connected 
connectedness were presented in the referred papers, no clear and 

directly with only one progeny group – that of sire № 3, e.g. both sires 
comprehensive description of connectedness in terms of mutual 

have progenies in one common herd. Sire № 2 has daughters in two 
distribution of the classes was expressed. A criterion that measures 

herds, it is connected with other two sires (two non-zero off-diagonal 
the connectedness between the discrete classes of any two factors 

elements in row № 2 for sires №№ 4 and 5) and the number of direct 
should answer the following questions:

4 
0 
1 
0 
1 

5 
0 
1 
0 
0 

1 2 3 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 

Sires 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Herds 

 

Table 1. Distribution of sire groups between the herds. 

1 2 3 4 
1 1 0 1 0 
2 0 2 0 2 
3 1 0 2 0 
4 0 2 0 2 
5 0 1 0 1 

5 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 

Sires 

 

Table 2. Connectedness matrix for sires, Cs
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Table 4. Distribution matrix, Z'X, of 10 sires in 12 herds. ties is three - two with sire №4 and one with sire №5. Sire №3 has 
daughters in two herds and could be compared with one sire – №1. 
Sire №4 has daughters in two herds, and is related to sires №№2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and 5 and the last sire №5 has daughters in 1 herd and could be 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
compared to sires №№ 2 and 4 having one tie to each of them. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A zero projection vector of length number of sires is compared 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
with each row and the places of non-zero elements show sires, 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
which belong to a particular set. The multiplication of the herd by sire 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
matrix, X'Z, gives analogous information about herds. It contains the 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
same three types of information, but the interpretation might be 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
different. The connectedness matrix of herds, C , is of rank number 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0h

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0of herds and is expressed as X'ZZ'X:

Connectedness matrix for sires, Z'XX'Z, represent their row-wise 
distribution in the model:

Table 5. Connectedness matrix for sires, Z'XX'Z, for data in 
Table 4. 

2   2     0   0     0     0   0   0   0   0 Subset 1 
2   2     0   0     0     0   0   0   0   0

0   0     1   1     0     0   0   0   0   0 Subset 2
0   0     1   1     0     0   0   0   0   0

The elements in the matrix of Table 3 represent the following three 
characteristics of a herd group: 0   0     0   0     1     0   0   0   0   0 Subset 3
- the diagonals show the number of sires in the considered herd;
- the place of the non-zero off-diagonal in the herd row represents 0   0     0   0     0     8   4   1   2   3 Subset 4
the connected herd to that of interest, e.g. to the herd corresponding 0   0     0   0     0     4   4   1   1   1
to the observed diagonal; 0   0     0   0     0     1   1   1   0   0
- the values in the off-diagonals are the number of direct ties with 0   0     0   0     0     2   1   0   2   0
other herds. 0   0     0   0     0     3   1   0   0   3

An interpretation of the figures from the herd example (Table 3) 
is that in herd №1 are presented the progenies of two sires, Four groups are observed and the last one includes most of the 
C (1,1)=2, direct comparison of this herd №1 is possible with herd № h sires. The structure may be explained as in the example of Table 2. 
3 and these two herds have one tie, C (1,3)=1. In herd № 2 three sire h Sire №5 (row №5, subset 3) has progenies in only one herd and 
groups are presented and it could be compared to herd №4 with two represents a separate subset. Sire №6 has progenies in eight herds 
ties. Herd №3 consisted of one sire group only and could be and is connected directly with all sires of the fourth subset. The 
compared to herd №1. Herd №4 having two sire groups could be example was represented as typical for an AI population. Some 
compared to herd №4 by two common ties. Herds №№1 and 3 form extreme deviations in the distribution of the progeny groups and 
a separate subset and herds №№2 and 4 - another one. Either of the herds illustrate the method for description of the connectedness.
classifications, sire or herd, gives accurate splitting of the 
independent subsets. 1) Complete disconectedness -one sire per herd

Within a connected group of herds a test for genetic differences In the model equation [2] all submatrices of LS part of MME 
between the sires could be performed. All four herds could also be (X'X, X'Z, Z'X, Z'Z) with 10 herds, X, and 10 sires, Z, as well as the 
compared assuming no genetic differences between the non-related two connectedness matrices are identical and identity = I. Each sire 
sire groups. In case it is not true then some of the genetic differences group represents a separate subset:
between non-linked sires are attributed to non-genetic complex of 
the herd effects. A comparison of the non-linked sires could add an Table 6. Distribution matrix, Z'X, of 10 independent sires in 

10 herds. additional environmental herd effect to the genetic one.  
8. Types of connectedness.

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0An example of Schaeffer (1975, Biometrics 31:969) illustrates four 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0distinct cases of sire by herd distribution. Ten sires (rows) have 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0progeny groups in 12 herds (columns). Again in the incidence matrix 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0the 1's denote only subclasses with observation, and the Z'X of MME 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0is:
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 2 Herds 

2      0 
0 3 
1 0 
0 2 

3 

1 
0      
1 
0 

4 

0 
2 
0 
2 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 3. Connectedness matrix for herds, C . h
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Table 9. Distribution matrix, Z'X, of 10 sires in 12 herds, 2) Nested design - sires within the herds. Ten sire progeny groups 
modified in subset 4 of  Table 4. (rows) are in three herds (columns). The Z'X of MME is:

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Table 6. Distribution matrix, Z'X, of 10 independent sires in 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0three herds. 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 1

0 0 1
and sire incidence matrix, C , is of the form in Table 10:0 0 1 s

0 0 1
Table 10. Connectedness matrix for sires, Z'XX'Z, for data in 
Table 9and the corresponding connectedness matrix for sires, C , is:s

2   2     0   0     0     0   0   0   0   0
Table 7. Connectedness matrix for sires, Z'XX'Z, for data in 

2   2     0   0     0     0   0   0   0   0Table 6. 

0   0     1   1     0     0   0   0   0   01   1     0   0   0     0   0   0   0   0
0   0     1   1     0     0   0   0   0   01   1     0   0   0     0   0   0   0   0

0   0     0   0     1     0   0   0   0   00   0     1   1   1     0   0   0   0   0
0   0     1   1   1     0   0   0   0   0

0   0     0   0     0     8   8   8   8   80   0     1   1   1     0   0   0   0   0
0   0     0   0     0     8   8   8   8   8
0   0     0   0     0     8   8   8   8   80   0     0   0   0     1   1   1   1   1
0   0     0   0     0     8   8   8   8   80   0     0   0   0     1   1   1   1   1
0   0     0   0     0     8   8   8   8   80   0     0   0   0     1   1   1   1   1

0   0     0   0   0     1   1   1   1   1 The interpretation is that block № 4 consists of 5 sires, № 6,7,8,9 and 
0   0     0   0   0     1   1   1   1   1 10, it contains progeny groups for each of them in all eight herds of 

the subset. The corresponding connectedness matrix for herds, C , hThe three subsets of independent sire groups, number of herds, 
represent analogous structure. Five sires are used in each of the 

number of contemporary groups and direct ties are obvious. For the 
herds from subset № 4 (Table 11):

same data structure herd connectedness matrix, C , shows the h

number of within herd sire groups and the absence of a link between Table 11. Connectedness matrix for herds, X'Z Z'X, for data 
them is apparent: in Table 9. 

Table 8. Connectedness matrix for herds, X'Z Z'X, for data in 2   2     0     0     0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0
Table 6. 2   2     0     0     0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0

      2     0     0 0   0     2     0     0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0
      0     3     0
      0     0     5 0   0     0     1     0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0

3) Partial connectedness of sires and herds. The illustration and 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5
explanations were given in the comments of Table 5, subset 4. 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5
 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5

4) Complete block of sires and herds. In the example above 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5
(Table 4) the modification in data is that all sires from subset №4 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5
have progenies in all herds of the corresponding subset. The 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5
incidence form of Z'X is 0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5

0   0     0     0     5   5   5   5   5   5   5   5

A computer programme for testing the connectedness is available 
free upon request
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